FAMILY CAR CONTRACT

Child’s responsibilities
I will...
Cross out ones that don’t apply

Keep to the
speed limit.

Not race, skid or do burnouts, even if I’ve
done it heaps of times in video games.

Not drink any
alcohol at all (ever),
however, especially
when I am planning
to drive.

Never use my phone
while driving.

Not take passengers
until I have my
full licence.*
*This doesn’t include the family dog,
as long as he wears a seatbelt

Replace the
petrol I use.*
*With more petrol, not tap water
because it’s more ‘eco-friendly’.

Be careful to park
legally, even if I’m
in a hurry.*
*Unless I use my hazards and dress up
like a courier.

Communicate if I go
somewhere different
than my agreed
destination.

Let Mum and Dad
know when I arrive
at my destination.

Not eat food
while driving.*
*Especially really hot pies, even if I’ve
blown on it

Clean the car.

Now appreciate how
annoying cyclists
can be when cycling
two abreast down
narrow lanes.

Always raise one
index finger in a
friendly way to
acknowledge road
workers and anyone
in a small town.

Never be too cool to point at a group of horses
and say loud and clear, “Horses,” even if I’m the
only one in the car.
Report any damage
to the car.
*Including emotional damage

Pay for any chrome
spinning mags out
of my own pocket
money.

Obey all road rules,
including the rules
about towing.

Ensure I have
insurance excess in
my bank account.
Supported by

Never compliment
another road user
on the size of their
spoiler.

Not text message
while driving.*
*Or hand write letters, or operate a
typewriter or sew flags for the purposes
of semaphore.

Wear my seatbelt.

Never refer to
the family car as
‘The Whip’.
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FAMILY CAR CONTRACT

Parent’s responsibilities
I will...
Cross out ones that don’t apply

Stop at stop signs.

Be available if needed for mechanical
difficulties or emergencies.

DJ when the driver.
Set reasonable
consequences if the
contract is broken.

Reference the movie
Cars to make points
about safe driving
and the power of
friendship.

Always question the
veracity of my child’s
claims about how
long it took them to
get places.

Stop calling the
police names.

Make sure car
is roadworthy
and legal (WOF/
registration).

Give confusing
directions even
though Google
Maps exists.

If I,
breach the terms of this
contract, then I agree to the appropriate consequences as decided by my parent(s).
These could include but are not limited to:
• Termination of family car privileges
• Limited use of the car
• Full payment of fines, petrol, or parking fees
This contract is between
and

.
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Date

Signed

Date
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